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SNOOBI MAGENTO
EXTENSION 1 & 2 

 Snoobi extension Installation for Magento 1

The Snoobi extension for Magento 1 is available under this

link. [http://help.snoobi.eu/magento/Snoobi_Magento1.tgz]

After you have downloaded the Snoobi extension for

Magento 1 (ensure you have the correct one), Go to

Admin -> System -> Magento Connect ->   Magento

Connect Manager -> Upload Package le and upload the

extension

Clear the cache

The Snoobi extension can be found in Stores -> Con g ->

Advanced as Snoobi_Snoobi.

Perform a test purchase and check if the Snoobi code is

correctly inserted on the checkout con rm page.

Perform several settings as required, see below for more

information.

Create if needed a custom report with several elements

from the website and webshop.

Snoobi extensions installation for Magento 2
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The Snoobi extension for Magento 2 is available under this

link. [http://help.snoobi.eu/magento/Snoobi_Magento2.zip]

Unpack the extension ZIP le on your computer.

Connect to your website source folder with

FTP/SFTP/SSH client and upload all the les and folders

from the extension package to the corresponding root

folder of your Magento installation:

Clear the cache

The Snoobi extension can be found in Stores -> Con g ->

Sales -> Snoobi Web Store Tracking.

Perform a test purchase and check if the Snoobi code is

correctly inserted on the checkout con rm page.

Perform several settings as required, see below for more

information.

Create if needed a custom report with several elements

from the website and webshop.

De ning and editing variables in Snoobi’s settings.

There are a number of settings possible in Snoobi. These can

all be found in Settings | E-commerce and are only available

for an administrator.

They are separated into ‘General’, ‘Order Parameters’ and

‘Item Parameters’. 

In General, ensure the delimiter matches the delimiter that is

used in the tracking code variables.

Order Parameters

http://help.snoobi.eu/magento/Snoobi_Magento2.zip
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All parameters have similar settings. We suggest to not edit

these with the exception of changing the Name and using

‘Active’ unless there is a speci c need to do do for

programmatic reasons.

Note: OrderId and ItemId are required and should never be

removed or changed.

Name 

Name of the parameter as shown in the report. 

English by default, can be changed at any time

Attribute 

orderId, itemid or other parameter-variable name 

Internal usage, do not change without consulting Snoobi

Support. 

No data will be   collected without orderid and itemid

Type 

What is the data type for this parameter. 

Keep as Character for ordernumbers if they are not always

numeric!

Format 

What type of Parameter is this? 

Single (mostly used for unique numbers), or Range. Will be

used in a future release for detailed segmentation.

Active  

Show in the report? 

If active, show this parameter in the report. Regardless of

setting, the parameter is always stored and can be shown

later.

Unique order (or item) 

Set to Activate if this parameter identi es an unique order or

item/product within an order. Only a single parameter can

identify a unique item and there should always be at least one

for each order.

Duplicates 

What to do if we get duplicate entries?
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Ignore = Ignore any duplicate entries, these will not be

stored

Append = append to the order, meaning Snoobi combines

values. Choose the parameters to append to carefully

Overwrite = Overwrite the existing parameter on this

order with the new information

Consult with Snoobi Support when in doubt. And always test

on a test instance of the webshop.
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